Musical experience and neural efficiency – effects of training on subcortical processing of vocal expressions of emotion
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Abstract

Musicians exhibit enhanced perception of emotion in speech, although the biological foundations for this advantage remain unconfirmed. In order to gain a better understanding for the influences of musical experience on neural processing of emotionally salient sounds, we recorded brainstem potentials to affective human vocal sounds. Musicians showed enhanced time-domain response magnitude to the most spectrally complex portion of the stimulus and decreased magnitude to the more periodic, less complex portion. Enhanced phase-locking to stimulus periodicity was likewise seen in musicians’ responses to the complex portion. These results suggest that auditory expertise engenders both enhancement and efficiency of subcortical neural responses that are intricately connected with acoustic features important for the communication of emotional states. Our findings provide the first biological evidence for behavioral observations indicating that musical training enhances the perception of vocally expressed emotion in addition to establishing a subcortical role in the auditory processing of emotional cues.

Introduction

The perception of emotion in speech is fundamental to the skillful communication needed for our everyday social and professional interactions. Deficiencies in the perception of emotion in speech are characteristic of various disorders, such as autism spectrum disorders, resulting in psychological and social isolation (Van Lancker et al., 1989). Vocal conveyance of emotion largely relies on paralinguistic elements, defined as the non-verbal components of spoken communication (Grandjean et al., 2006). Dependent on fast-changing acoustic features involved in the perception of pitch, timing and timbre (Juslin & Laukka, 2003; Scherer, 2003), emotion detection requires fine-grained sensitivity to spectral and temporal components of paralinguistic cues.

Emotion perception in both speech and music relies on shared acoustic (Scherer, 2003) and neural mechanisms (Nair et al., 2002; Price et al., 2005), suggesting that extensive experience in one domain may lend perceptual benefits to the other. Musical experience has been shown to enhance sensitivity to emotion in speech in both children and adults, with musicians more accurately identifying emotions expressed in speech samples (Thompson et al., 2004; Dmitrieva et al., 2006). Enhanced sensitivity in musicians is not surprising given that musicians must attend to the detailed acoustic properties of sound on a daily basis, monitoring and manipulating their output to express precisely defined musical intentions. Due to its spectral complexity, wide frequency range and large variations in tone durations, music serves as an extremely effective vehicle for auditory training (Saunders, 1996; Zatorre et al., 2002).

Musicians’ heightened sensitivity to emotion in speech may be related to well-documented structural and functional reorganization at cortical levels (Schlaug, 2001; Schneider et al., 2002; Gaser & Schlaug, 2003; Hutchinson et al., 2003; Costa-Giomi, 2005; Schlaug et al., 2005; Bangert & Schlaug, 2006; Shahin et al., 2007). In fact, professional musicians have a stronger capacity for neural plasticity – even for functions not related to musical tasks (Ragert et al., 2004). Subcortical influences of musical training have also been observed, including stronger phase-locking to fundamental pitch and earlier onsets in evoked responses to linguistic and musical sounds with limited acoustic complexity (Musacchia et al., 2007, 2008; Wong et al., 2007). These observations suggest that auditory expertise, here demonstrated by musicians, results in subcortical sensory processing malleability of two acoustic properties shared by language and music (pitch and timing). These acoustic properties, along with time-varying
harmonic structures (timbre), contribute to the perception of emotion in both speech and music and are fundamental to human communication (Justlin & Laukka, 2003). Through our use of a complex emotionally charged stimulus, we were able to explore musicians' subcortical sensitivity to acoustic features fundamental to human communication, including features not previously shown to be affected by musical training.

Subcortical involvement in the auditory processing of emotion has not yet been established but may be explored through investigations of the auditory brainstem response (ABR). The ABR reflects spectral and temporal acoustic features, such as those that contribute to the auditory perception of emotion, with remarkable fidelity (Kraus & Nicol, 2005). Recent evidence indicates the existence of a fast subcortical auditory–limbic pathway (Marsh et al., 2002; Brando et al., 2005; Macedo et al., 2005) that may be analogous to the well-documented and evolutionarily ancient subcortical–limbic pathway in the visual system (Johnson, 2005). Exploration of subcortical responses to emotional sounds via the ABR may advance our understanding of subcortical function in responses to emotionally charged auditory cues.

In order to gain a better understanding for how musical experience influences the neural processing of affective speech-related events, we recorded evoked brainstem potentials to an emotionally charged human vocal sound – an infant’s unhappy cry. We expected musicians to demonstrate enhanced subcortical fidelity to fine-grained acoustic features fundamental to the perception of emotion (pitch, timing and timbre) when compared with non-musicians. Enhanced pitch and timbre processing would be evidenced by musicians’ stronger neural responses to the click and the speech (Biological Marker of Auditory Processing) recording protocol (Bio-MARK) (Biologic, a Natus Company, Mundelein, IL, USA, 2006). Normal hearing thresholds (<15 dB HL pure-tone thresholds for octave frequencies from 125 to 8000 Hz), as measured by both air and bone conduction. Integrity of the auditory brainstem was assessed using both ABRs (auditory brainstem response) and the ABR (auditory brainstem response). The ABR reflects spectral and temporal characteristics of the response, see Song et al. (2000). For a further review of the origins of the ABR and the low-pass filter characteristics of the response, see Song et al. (2008). The filtered recordings were epoched using a ~50 to 300 ms time window, with the stimulus acoustic onset at 0 ms. Trials with activity greater than ± 35 μV were rejected as artifacts and excluded from the final averaged response. Responses from alternating polarities were summed to minimize contributions from the cochlear microphonic.

Materials and methods

Subjects

Subjects consisted of 30 adults between the ages of 19 and 35 years (mean age 24.7 years, 18 females). All subjects gave their informed consent in accordance with the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board guidelines based on The Belmont Report (1979). Subjects were right-handed and had audiograms demonstrative of normal hearing thresholds (<15 dB HL pure-tone thresholds for octave frequencies from 125 to 8000 Hz). Normal hearing was defined as within normal hearing thresholds of -10 to 15 dB for all frequencies.

Procedure and stimulus

Auditory-evoked responses were elicited by a complex vocal stimulus derived from an emotionally salient auditory scenario synthesized and behaviorally evaluated by the Center for the Study of Emotions and Attention (University of Florida, Gainesville, FL, USA; sound file 278 from 0.39 to 0.64 s; Bradley & Lang, 2007). The sound from which we extracted our stimulus had been rated as highly salient and of strong negative valence according to CSEA raters. Consisting of an infant’s unhappy cry, the stimulus can be described in terms of sections that exhibit varying levels of acoustic complexity. For a definition and illustration of our use of the qualifier ‘acoustic complexity’, see the Results and Fig. 1. In order to confirm emotional valence and salience of the stimulus, participants were asked to rate it according to the self-assessment manikin (SAM), a scale used to assess both the perceptual salience and valence of expressed emotion (Bradley & Lang, 1994).

Auditory-evoked potentials were recorded from each subject. The stimulus was presented binaurally at 82 dB sound-pressure level in alternating polarities via insert earphones (ER-3; Etymotic Research, Elk Grove Village, IL, USA) using the software NEUROSCAN STIM 2 (Neuroscan; Compumedics, Charlotte, NC, USA) with an interstimulus interval of 78.6 ms. During the recording session participants watched a nature movie with muted sound to promote stillness and reduce electrical artifact. Alertness during the recording sessions was assessed by quizzes designed to test how well individuals attended to the movie. Correct answers resulted in additional monetary compensation beyond the standard hourly payment. Electrical components of evoked neural responses were recorded using Ag/AgCl scalp electrodes and the NEUROSCAN ACQUIRE 4.3 recording system. Responses were recorded at a 20 000 Hz sampling rate from Cz (active), with a linked-earlobe reference and the forehead as ground. Responses to 5200 presentations of the stimulus were recorded, lasting between 30 and 35 min.

Data processing and analysis

Data were off-line filtered using Neuroscan Edit 4.3 from 70 to 2000 Hz with a 12 dB per octave roll off. These filtering characteristics align with phase-locking capabilities of auditory brainstem nuclei while minimizing lower-frequency cortical activity (Akhoun et al., 2008). The recording site (Cz) with earlobe as reference and forehead as ground, as we use here, has been shown to reflect a response of central brainstem origin (Galbraith, 1994; Galbraith et al., 2000). For a further review of the origins of the ABR and the low-pass filter characteristics of the response, see Song et al. (2008). The filtered recordings were epoched using a ~50 to 300 ms time window, with the stimulus acoustic onset at 0 ms. Trials with activity greater than ± 35 μV were rejected as artifacts and excluded from the final averaged response. Responses from alternating polarities were summed to minimize contributions from the cochlear microphonic.
response, an electrical potential generated by activity of sensory receptors in the cochlea (Teas, 1993).

For final analyses we distilled the stimulus and corresponding neural responses down to two segments, referred to as the periodic and complex portions. This distillation was based on the following reasons: (1) in the stimulus, the periodic and complex portions were both internally consistent; (2) these two acoustically contrastive regions occurred sequentially with no intervening signal; and (3) like the stimulus, the recorded responses could also be segregated into multiple sections. The responses to the periodic and complex stimulus portions were largely reflective of the morphology of the stimulus waveform itself (Fig. 1) in that responses to the periodic portion exhibited periodic waveforms whereas responses to the complex portion were reflective of the transient amplitude changes in the stimulus. In contrast to other regions, the responses to the periodic and complex portions were highly replicable across subjects and were reliably above the noise floor. The noise floor was determined by calculating rectified mean amplitudes (RMAs) for each section and comparing these to the RMA of the noise floor (i.e. neural activity prior to the onset of sound). This comparison yielded a signal to noise ratio (SNR = RMA/<response section>/RMA/noise floor). Only response sections that consistently yielded an SNR of 1.4 or higher were included in subsequent analyses.

To provide a gross measure of response amplitude, we calculated RMAs for the periodic, complex and neighboring response regions. The stimulus periodicity in the sections surrounding the periodic and complex portions was above the phase-locking capabilities of brainstem nuclei (Hall, 1979), resulting in comparatively smaller response amplitudes. Because free responses to these sections were not above the noise floor, we do not address these sections.

Neural responses to the complex stimulus portion resulted in a series of peaks that aligned in the time-domain with the amplitude bursts in the stimulus. Peaks were identified in neuroscan edit 4.3 and labeled 1–5. In the response waveforms (Fig. 1C), time zero refers to the time at which the stimulus was presented and peak latency was calculated relative to that point. In order to provide more time-specific measures of response amplitude, peak amplitudes were calculated relative to the response baseline (zero volts). Therefore, all peaks provided both amplitude and latency data. Onset peaks, occurring between 7 and 20 ms, were also selected and labeled with Greek letters α, β, γ and δ. The largest and most replicable peaks are labeled in Fig. 1, including the onset peak β and peaks 1 and 2, with individual waveforms differing from mean latencies by no more than 0.6 ms.

Spectral components of the neural responses were extracted using the fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Amplitudes were recorded for three spectral peaks, corresponding to stimulus’ fundamental frequency ($F_0$) and spectral components (labeled $H_2$ and $H_3$) that represent the maxima within given frequency ranges ($F_0$: 280–305 Hz; $H_2$: 470–485 Hz; $H_3$: 570–585 Hz). These spectral peaks were interpreted to correspond to representations of pitch ($F_0$) and timbre ($H_2$, $H_3$). Due to the variance in frequency over time of our stimulus, FFTs were calculated for response time bins corresponding to the periodic and complex stimulus subportions, demarcated in Fig. 1 (the corresponding response time ranges are 120–142 ms and 145–212 ms). To

![Fig. 1. Stimulus and grand average response waveforms. Response waveforms have been shifted back in time (~7 msec) to align the stimulus and response onsets. Boxes delineate two stimulus subsections and the corresponding brainstem responses. The first subsection (112–142 ms) corresponds to the periodic portion and the second (145–212 ms) corresponds to the more complex portion. (A) Stimulus time-amplitude waveform. (B) Stimulus spectrogram. The stimulus $F_0$ is superimposed as a highlighted line (~280 Hz, left axis) with higher frequency spectral components plotted between white dotted lines (right axis). Although the $F_0$ is detectable during the first section, the greater acoustic complexity of the second section results in the inability of the sound analyzing software (Praat) to track the $F_0$. The harmonics are likewise more aperiodic. (C) The averaged responses of MusYrs and NonMus. Major peaks (β, 1 and 2) are labeled above the waveform.](image-url)
increase spectral resolution to 1 Hz, response segments were zero-padded to 20,000 points after applying a hanning window. All frequency analyses were carried out via MATLAB 7.5.0 routines (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). Normality for all data was confirmed by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for equality.

Regression analyses supported the grouping of musicians into two subgroups. We consequently restricted our analyses to amplitude and latency domains for the MusYrs grouping and to the frequency domain for the MusAge grouping. Accordingly, spectral peak amplitudes of $F_0$, $H_2$ and $H_3$ were subjected to a two-group one-way ANOVA according to the MusAge grouping and RMA values, peak amplitudes and peak latencies were subjected to a two-group one-way ANOVA according to the MusYrs grouping. Correlation analyses between neural response characteristics and age of training onset or duration of musical practice were performed on all subjects with musical training histories ($n = 20$).

**Results**

Contrary to our initial hypotheses, no convincing differences between musically trained and untrained participants were observed when musicians were grouped into a single category. Regression analyses supported the grouping of musicians into two subgroups: whereas MusYrs grouping was predicted best by amplitude and latency measures ($P < 0.001$; MusAge $P < 0.06$), the MusAge grouping was predicted best by frequency encoding measures ($P < 0.05$; MusYrs $P < 0.40$). We consequently restricted our analyses to amplitude and latency domains for the MusYrs grouping, and to the frequency domain for the MusAge grouping.

Both MusYrs and MusAge musicians’ responses exhibited enhancements and economy that were intricately connected with the time-varying acoustic features of the stimulus. Enhancements, reflected by larger time- and frequency-domain response magnitudes, were most evident in musicians’ responses to the most complex portions of the sound, with economy (smaller amplitudes) seen in their responses to the periodic portion (Grabner et al., 2006). Earlier peak latencies in musician responses reflect faster synchronized neural responses to the temporal characteristics of the stimulus, thus serving as a measure of response timing enhancement.

Figure 1 shows both the stimulus (Fig. 1A) and average responses for the MusYrs and NonMus (Fig. 1C), with boxes defining two acoustically different sections referred to in this manuscript as the periodic and complex portions, respectively. These same qualifier will be used when referring to the brainstem responses to these stimulus sections. To account for neural response lag, the average responses (Fig. 1C) are shifted back in latency by approximately 7 ms so that the response and stimulus onsets are in visual alignment, maximizing visual coherence between the two signals. Figure 1B shows a tracing of the stimulus’ fundamental frequency ($F_0$) in bold (as calculated by PRAAT; Boersma & Weenink, 2008), giving rise to the perception of pitch, with other spectral components that contribute to the perception of vocal timbre marked between white dotted lines. The first area of the stimulus, from 112 to 142 ms, is characterized by greater periodicity. The second area of the stimulus, from 145 to 212 ms, is characterized by greater complexity, including fast-changing transient features such as amplitude bursts. Such increased complexity is evidenced by the scattered spectral components (aperiodic white dots) and loss of $F_0$ tracking (highlighted line). Acoustic characteristics constituting complexity include deviation in pitch from the $F_0$ (0.5% in the periodic portion and 2.7% in the complex portion), harmonic jitter (1.27% and 2.03%) and SNR (13.46 and 6.82 dB), as calculated by PRAAT. Such acoustic features contributed to perceived negative emotional valence ($t_{28} = 2.62$, $P > 0.01$; Mean = 3.7, SD = 1.6) and moderate emotional saliency ($t_{28} = 4.45$, $P < 0.0001$; Mean = 5.4, SD = 2.1), as indicated by SAM ratings of the subjects. The scales ranged from 1 to 9 in both cases, with 1 being low (saliency) or negative (valence).

The response RMAs to the periodic and complex stimulus portions are plotted in Fig. 2A. A $2 \times 1$ ANOVA with group (MusYrs/NonMus) and stimulus portion (periodic/complex) as independent variables...
and RMA as the dependent variable revealed a significant interaction between group and response portions \((F_{1,28} = 6.04, P < 0.02)\). This indicates that MusYrs and NonMus have differentiated responses to the two sections. In order to further define this differentiation, we computed the difference in RMAs between MusYrs and NonMus responses to these two regions, computed as an amplitude ratio between the responses to the periodic and the complex portions \((\text{Ratio} = \text{RMA}_{\text{complex}} / \text{RMA}_{\text{periodic}}; F_{1,28} = 9.58, P < 0.005)\), plotted as the inset in Fig. 2A. The amplitudes of the two sections are illustrated in the larger graph, showing MusYrs to have smaller responses to the periodic portion than NonMus \((F_{1,28} = 4.68, P < 0.03)\), with relatively larger responses to the complex portion. Whereas the MusYrs within-group RMAs differ between the periodic and complex portions (paired samples \(t\)-test, \(t_{28} = 4.70, P < 0.0001\)), NonMus do not \((t_{28} = 0.025, P < 0.99)\). Peak amplitudes confirm MusYrs to have larger responses to the complex portion than NonMus (peak 1: \(F_{1,28} = 10.25, P < 0.003\); peak 2: \(F_{1,28} = 4.88, P < 0.03\); for a response waveform illustrating the location of these peaks, refer to Fig. 1C).

Within the complex portion there was also a positive correlation between peak amplitudes and years of consistent musical practice across all individuals with musical experience, regardless of group status \((n = 20; \text{Fig. 3A}; \text{peak 1: Pearson’s } r = 0.454, P < 0.04)\). In regards to response timing, peak latency-related timing enhancements were observed in MusYrs responses, even as early as the response onset (Fig. 4; onset peak \(\beta: F_{1,28} = 4.82, P < 0.04\); peak 1: \(F_{1,28} = 8.72, P < 0.006\)). Compared with non-musicians, subjects who began training prior to the age of 7 years (MusAge) showed enhanced representations of frequencies important for the perception of pitch and timbre \((F_0, H_2, H_3)\) in response to the complex stimulus portion, observed through FFT-derived spectral amplitudes. Again, these differences were found to be connected with acoustic characteristics of the auditory input. A \(2 \times 1\) analysis of variance with group (MusAge/NonMus) and stimulus portion (periodic/complex) as independent variables and portion \(F_0\) encoding as the dependent variable revealed a significant interaction between group and response portion \((F_{1,28} = 7.04, P < 0.01)\). This indicates that MusAge and NonMus have differentiated responses to the two sections. MusAge showed smaller representations of the \(F_0\) in response to the periodic portion of the stimulus than NonMus, but larger \(F_0\) amplitudes to the complex portion (Fig. 2B; periodic: \(F_{1,28} = 7.04, P < 0.01\); complex: \(F_{1,28} = 5.04, P < 0.03\)). The inset figure demonstrates the interaction between \(F_0\) encoding in MusAge and NonMus responses to these two regions as a ratio \((\text{Ratio} = F_0_{\text{complex}} / F_0_{\text{periodic}}; F_{1,28} = 3.563, P < 0.06)\). \(F_0\) amplitudes in response to the complex portion correlated with the age of onset of musical practice, with individuals who began at an earlier age showing larger \(F_0\) representations (Fig. 3B: Pearson’s \(r = -0.500, P < 0.03\)).

**Fig. 3.** Correlations between measures of musical experience and subcortical response characteristics to the complex stimulus portion. (A) Peak amplitudes correlate with the number of years of consistent musical practice (peak 1: Pearson’s \(r = 0.454, P < 0.04\)), whereas (B) the age in years at which individuals began musical training correlate with fundamental frequency encoding (Pearson’s \(r = -0.500, P < 0.03\)). The more years an individual has consistently practiced his/her instrument(s), the larger their peak amplitudes and the earlier age an individual began musical training, the more robust their \(F_0\) encoding. All individuals with musical experience are represented in both correlations.

**Fig. 4.** Peak latencies for MusYrs and NonMus. In comparison to NonMus, MusYrs show earlier peak latencies for the onset peak \(\beta\) (A) and Peak 1 of the complex portion (B) (onset peak \(\beta: F_{1,28} = 4.82, P < 0.04\); peak 1: \(F_{1,28} = 8.72, P < 0.006\)). Bars show average latency results from NonMus and MusYrs groups, respectively. Error bars represent one standard error.
MusAge also demonstrated enhanced representations of spectral peaks $H_2$ and $H_3$ in response to the complex portion of the stimulus, compared with NonMus (Fig. 2C; $H_2$: $F_{1.28} = 7.95$, $P < 0.01$; $H_3$: $F_{1.28} = 6.16$, $P < 0.02$).

**Discussion**

We suggest that musical experience has more pervasive domain-general effects on the auditory system than previously documented, resulting in fine neural tuning to acoustic features important for vocal communication. Our results thus provide initial biological evidence for enhanced perception of emotion in musicians, indicating involvement of subcortical mechanisms in the auditory processing of communicated states of emotion.

The interplay between response enhancement and economy may contribute to musicians’ enhanced perceptual capabilities of emotional cues in speech (Thompson et al., 2004; Dmitrieva et al., 2006). Our observations of enhancements only to the most acoustically complex stimulus portion are consistent with Ahissar and Hochstein’s Reverse Hierarchy Theory for learning in the visual domain. The Reverse Hierarchy Theory suggests that learning results from a task-dependent backwards search for higher SNRs and that such learning is particularly characteristic of highly trained populations (musicians in the auditory domain; Ahissar & Hochstein, 2004).

Musicians’ responses to the more periodic section of the stimulus demonstrate smaller response magnitudes, as fewer resources are required. This observation reflects musicians’ neural efficiency in the processing of simpler acoustic features, previously shown to indicate domain-general expertise (Haier et al., 1992; Neubauer et al., 1995; Jausovec & Jausovec, 2000a;b; Grabner et al., 2003, 2006; Doppelmayr et al., 2005). Such efficiency has previously been documented in musicians by Magne et al., who investigated effects of musical training on children’s abilities to detect pitch violations in speech (Moreno & Besson, 2005; Magne et al., 2006). They found that musical training resulted in decreased response magnitudes of cortical event-related potentials between 200 and 1200 ms. Other studies have similarly documented selective response enhancements to more complex stimuli. For example, Wong et al. (2007) showed enhanced subcortical representations of pitch in musicians’ responses only to the sound with the most complex pitch trajectory. Likewise, after auditory training, Song et al. (2008) showed subcortical enhancements only to the sound with greatest pitch deviations with no enhancements to the more familiar, less complex sounds. In combination with our findings, these results suggest that extensive auditory training contributes to functional economy of neural processing when pitch changes are minimal and other more complex features dominate.

In regards to response timing, MusYrs had faster responses than NonMus as early as the response onset. This indicates that long-term musical experience contributes to enhanced subcortical timing, a factor that also accounts for enhancements in frequency representations (encoded through cycle-to-cycle neural phase-locking to stimulus periodicity). Synchronous response timing is reflected in response amplitudes and peak latencies that result from stimulus-induced synchrony of neural onsets and is considered a measure of neural enhancement. A balance of subcortical response enhancement and economy may contribute to the enhanced perceptual capabilities of musicians of emotional cues in speech (Thompson et al., 2004; Dmitrieva et al., 2006).

**Musical training histories affect subcortical auditory processing**

Our data suggest that musical training prior to the age of 7 years impacts subcortical representations of pitch and timbre, whereas timing-related enhancements are affected by duration of musical practice. Compared with non-musicians, subjects who began training prior to the age of 7 years (MusAge) showed enhanced representations of frequencies important for the perception of pitch and timbre ($F_{1}, H_2$ and $H_3$). The absence of similar results for the MusYrs grouping indicates an optimal period in the development of encoding strategies for these features. Deprivation studies provide evidence for optimal periods in the acquisition of tonotopic maps in the primary auditory cortex, and exposure to spectrally and temporally complex auditory input has proven necessary for the normal development of auditory-evoked responses (Fallon et al., 2002; Weinberger, 2004; Trainor, 2005). Music serves as a spectrally and temporally complex auditory stimulus, demonstrating a broader spectral range and wider variation in tone durations than speech, with pitch and timbre changes fundamental to its perception (Saunders, 1996; Zatorre et al., 2002). In light of the multitude of hours musicians spend manipulating it, music’s acoustic complexity makes it a powerful tool for engendering neural plasticity during optimal periods of auditory development.

There does not seem to be a similar optimal period in the development of neural representations of timing. Because subjects in our MusYrs group had at least 10 years of consistent musical experience, however, we cannot rule out the possibility for optimal periods ending after pre-teen years. While MusYrs showed faster responses than NonMus, these timing-related effects do not depend on the age that musical training began. This discrepancy between timing- and frequency-related effects of musical training aligns with previously documented evidence of distinct subcortical encoding mechanisms for different features of acoustic stimuli (Kraus & Nicol, 2005). Furthermore, our observations suggest that mechanisms for timing-related plasticity are more malleable later in life than frequency-related mechanisms.

Our results help to tease apart whether neural plasticity in musicians is genetically determined or stem from musical training. While it could be argued that someone born with better auditory processing is more likely to gravitate toward musical practice, genetic influences cannot fully account for our results. By showing relationships between response enhancements, the number of years an individual has spent participating in musical training and the age at which musical training began, we provide evidence for musical experience as the driving force behind the response differences observed in musicians. Thus, we join others in showing that the number of years an individual has consistently practiced relates to the extent of neural timing-related enhancement (Musacchia et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2007). This finding aligns with behavioral observations (Yee et al., 1994) as well as cortical evidence (Besson et al., 1994; Gaser & Schlaug, 2003; Hutchinson et al., 2003). Experience-driven plasticity is further supported by work showing selective enhancements of neural activity to musicians’ own instruments (Pantev et al., 2001; Margulis et al., 2009). Although genetic determinants surely influence neural specialization in the auditory domain (Peretz et al., 2007), our data indicate that experience-driven plasticity brings about domain-general enhancements as manifested in responses to speech (Musacchia et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2007) and para-speech emotional sounds.

**Cortex–brainstem interactions**

In the unpaired system, cortical functions like music and language appear to fundamentally shape early auditory processing (Krishnan et al., 2005; Musacchia et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2007). This occurs not only with lifelong experience but also as a result of short-term auditory training (Russo et al., 2005; Song et al., 2008). These enhancements are likely mediated by top-down influences that operate via an extensive corticofugal circuitry of descending efferent fibers.
that synapse at a wealth of points along the auditory pathway (Suga et al., 2001). The disruption of top-down influences may account for the auditory brainstem-encoding deficiencies seen with language and learning impairment, such as reading disorders (Banai et al., 2005) and autism (Russo et al., 2008). By helping to reinforce top-down mechanisms, music may provide a rehabilitative benefit for these populations. Through studying subcortical responses of musicians, we gain better insight into the mechanisms underlying experience-related effects that could aid in the development of treatments for auditory brainstem deficiencies.

**Subcortical fast pathway for the auditory processing of emotion**

The involvement of subcortical pathways in the auditory detection of emotional states has previously been proposed (Bigand et al., 2005). Peretz et al. (1998) played short emotional music excerpts for a female amusic subject, I.R., and control subjects. I.R.’s amusia occurred in conjunction with bilateral cortical lesions and other cortical surgery, and is thus indicative of cortical malfunction. In light of deficiencies, her emotional detection capabilities remained surprisingly intact. Although unable to recognize melodies, rhythms or other acoustic features of music, she performed similarly to controls in attributing emotions to musical samples. Preservation of her ability to perceive emotional properties of music may suggest subcortical auditory pathway involvement in the processing of aurally expressed emotion.

Fast subcortical–limbic pathways for emotional processing have previously been established in the visual system (for a review, see Johnson, 2005), with the existence of analogous pathways in auditory processing indicated more recently (Marsh et al., 2002; Brandao et al., 2005; Macedo et al., 2005). Our findings provide a significant advance toward understanding biological mechanisms underlying human perception of biological states by demonstrating subcortical involvement in the encoding of acoustic features foundational to the vocal communication of emotion.

**Conclusions**

Our results provide evidence for a subcortical role in the processing of emotional cues by showing that auditory brainstem responses to emotionally salient vocal sounds are dynamic, shaped by life-long, multisensory experience with auditory signals. These responses are not hard-wired, but malleable with extensive auditory training. Specifically, we found that musical training engenders subcortical efficiency that is intricately connected with acoustic features integral to the communication of emotional states. These findings provide the first biological evidence for musicians’ perceptual enhancements in detecting vocally expressed emotion.
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